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Governor-Elect Interview

On Friday morning, the CBS bulletin had a brief opportunity to quickly interview Governor-Elect Riley Knust before the debate. While many viewpoints were discussed, the first obvious hint
to this stater’s decision making was his calm and reasonable nature. With this being said, he fittingly
identifies as a progressive conservative which is just right of center. As he stated, the reason he ran was
the support he received from his floor.
The position of Governor, as he stated, is immensely important due the yearlong involvement it
entails. He believes he was best qualified. “I represent those that care more about policy,” Riley Knust
said. In addition, Knust claims his approaches to problems are very practical and reasonable.
When asked if he had any closing comments, he stressed that the job of Governor is vital in
maintaining support for Boy’s State among the American Legion.

Note: Not all submitted content makes the daily bulletin. To read more articles, visit boysstate.net
on your phone.
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Kyree Hazelton
By: Levi Woodward
The race for governor has just ended, and each candidate had time to answer questions about
their platform on Thursday night and Friday morning. The nationalist candidate, Kyree Hazelton, used this time to explain where he stands on the issues that count. Kyree is against
the Keystone XL Pipeline, believes that tax reform is a must, and that both medicinal and
recreational marijuana should be legalized. He also believes in recycling, and he points to
windmills as an alternative source of energy. Finally, Kyree is a staunch supporter of the
death penalty and Second Amendment Rights.

Governor Knust
By: Peter Owens
In the two town halls leading up to the Boys’
State Gubernatorial election, policy reigned as the
deciding factor in the election of Governor-Elect
Riley Knust. Knust explained his position on a
multitude of issues ranging from property tax to
net neutrality. To echo Lieutenant Governor Foley,
Knust stated that he believed that there were only
two genders. In line with the Legislature, Knust
supported the incremental legalization of marijuana. His most important issue was the Keystone
XL pipeline because his family was personally
connected to the issue. He took a strong position
on education coming out against a charter school
system as well as tax breaks for parents sending
their children to private schools. On environmental
issues he supports solar and wind energy as well as
market-based solutions to many of the problems.
Track Meet
By: Andrew Graff
The air was hot and humid. Everyone had been waiting for about 45 minutes while keeping
themselves busy. They either engaged in conversations with their fellow Boys’ State delegates,
looked into their phones, or prepared for the event in which they would soon compete. Suddenly,
the somewhat peaceful tranquility was pierced by the announcement from the loudspeaker that
all athletes were to appear at their respective events. With that, the track meet was underway. The
field events were first and everyone competed to the best of their ability. Then came the running
events starting with the 100 meter dash. Everyone poured all of their energy into winning. When
the dust settled, Bataan finished with the title of third place. Yorktown performed admirably with
the reward being second place. Finally, Manila Bay triumphed over all other teams to take first
place.
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The Race are Officially Over!
By: Ethan Tylski
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Every elected official at Boys’ state was inaugurated into office at the Nebraska State capitol after a
long week of campaigning on Friday afternoon.
The event began with the inauguration of the Supreme Court Chief Justice Nicholas Watkins by
John Gerrard, U.S. District Judge. Chief Justice Watkins proceeded to, in turn, swear in Lieutenant Governor Kevin Downs. Lieutenant Governor Downs assisted Justice Watkins in administering the oath of
office to the rest of the Supreme Court and all the other elected officials.
Afterwards, Judge Gerrard gave a brief speech about the Nebraska State government and the people’s role in it. He explained that here in Nebraska there is an extra branch of government: the people.
Judge Gerrard emphasized that citizens of Nebraska have a unique position in government and everyone needs to participate.
Boys’ Staters must leave camp and continue being active for democracy to function.
Talent Show Finals
By: Jack Foglesong
Thursday night, several Boys’ Staters participated in a talent show. Gram
Peschel and Peter Greff from Belleau Wood both played the piano for their performance. Two residents of Valley Forge performed in a much more vocal manner. Rylan Hurd preformed the song “Blackbird” while playing the guitar. Daniel
Bresnahan and Treyson Rassfeld both sang a dramatic interpretation of “Agony”
from the musical “Into The Woods.” From Yorktown, Nick Burger sang “Strangers
in the Night” unaccompanied. Thomas Bosmeniel performed an extensive array
of lightsaber moves for four to five minutes to a resounding applause. Lastly, Kevin Downs from Belleau Wood and Daniel Fu from Gettysburg performed a jazz improvisation session
on both of their Saxophones.
Though not all performers have been mentioned, all of them created a memorable evening for
many Boys’ Staters.
Populist Nationalist Hazelton Loses General Election
By: Nick McConnell
Nationalist candidate Kyree Hazelton lost in the general election Friday to Federalist Riley Knust.
A self-described “man of the people,” Hazelton repeatedly assured the Boys’ State general populous he
would “go to bat for them” on the big issues. Hazelton won the Nationalist primary election with the
help of his personality and charisma. Many Staters consider Hazleton to be a personable young man, but
the Gettysburg citizen faced widespread criticism that his knowledge on politics and governmental systems was not up to the standard held for a Boys’ State Governor. Sam Johnson, a legislator from Alamo
stated, “I think he’s a good person, but he doesn’t have the credentials to be governor of Boys’ State.”
Hazelton took this backlash in stride. When asked by a bulletin reporter about his debate performance,
the Maryland native stated, “It went okay. . . a lot of people were gunning for me. I just wanted to prove
that I could do it.” When asked if he considered himself an underdog in the race, Hazelton stated “I
think we both had a fair chance.” Hazelton will certainly return from Boys’ State with his head held high,
and he will inevitably be an influential voice in his community one day.
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Yorktown Joke Religion Report
By: Thomas Bosmeniel
Members of Yorktown had adopted a new
(joke) religion as a follow up to the shrine they
built Wednesday. In honor of Hunter Traynor,
the Yorktown senior counselor, the members
of Yorktown dubbed the new religion “Traynorism.” Other floors, such as Valley Forge,
have been seen with the image of Traynor on
their floor’s windows. The ideals of Traynorism
are being spread by the members of Yorktown
as much as possible. Yorktown takes great pride
in the respect and admiration for the senior
counselor and mentor, Hunter Traynor. The
members of Yorktown hope that all other floors
respect their newly founded beliefs.
A Night of Stars
By: Hayden Nelson
The main event of Thursday, the fifth
night of the Boys’ State convention, was definitely the first gubernatorial debate and the talent
show. Both Kyree Hazelton and Riley Knust were
extremely well versed and debated to their fullest
extents. All of Gettysburg was behind their governor representative, even if he did not emerge
victorious. Kyree, you will not be forgotten
among your town for a long time. What better
to follow the debates than none other than the
mythical “Lightsaber Man” and the impressive
beat-boxer and radio-figure Dewayne Taylor.

Valley Forge Bonds
By: Hunter Hawk
From the moment the members of Valley
Forge met for the first time, a bond was immediately formed. Everybody connected and no
one was left out of the group. That bond was
expressed last night during the leadership discussion for Valley Forge as they realized they had
become more than just citizens of the same town;
they had become a family. That bond will last far
beyond this week and will be the most memorable connection of Boys’ State for many citizens.

Bunker Hill Bonding
By: Braden Kern
Within the last couple of days, Bunker Hill boys have done a lot of work in order to prepare
for certain activities here at Boys’ State. Although they did not come in first for the track meet, they
are keeping our heads high and rallying and supporting those who competed. Last night’s discussion
brought a lot of laughs as well as a lot of seriousness when realizing that Boys’ State is coming to an end.
Many of the guys in Bunker Hill will probably never forget the amount of friendship found within the
lounge area each night, especially during the discussions.
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Alamo Enjoys Trip to Capitol Building
By: Nick McConnell
With no candidates in the gubernatorial
general election, events around Alamo slowed
considerably on this sunny Friday of Boys’ State
week. Athletes geared up for final matches this
morning by cutting their standard Alamo shirts
into a jersey-like cut in an effort to beat the heat
as well as the competition this afternoon. Alamo
notables were sworn in at the state capitol today
including Mayor Dominic Naughtin, District
Judge of Lincoln County Nicholas McConnell,
Associate Justice Dash Wedegren, and Public
Service Commissioner Isaac Stallbaumer. All
stood before the Chief Justice and took an oath to
uphold the Constitution.
Manila Bay Came to Win
By: Riley Nelson
After their victory at the annual Boys’
State track meet on Thursday, the boys of Manila
Bay were feeling on top of their game. Celebrations could be heard throughout the halls of the
eighth floor of Harper Hall.
The following day, Manila Bay said farewell to a
fellow citizen a little early. Nathan Richards left a
day early due to a family matter.
Manila Bay is scheduled to play against Valley
Forge in both the football and softball championships. Without a doubt, the citizens of Manila
Bay will play their hearts out in hopes of a win.
By: Pierce Agena
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Belleau Wood Passouts
By:Will Johnston
The thrill of Boys’ State has created fatigue among numerous Belleau Wood residents.
This epidemic peaked Thursday afternoon as
some were barely able to stay awake following the city presentation. Fortunately, thanks to
generous counselors, the boys were allowed to
meditate under the soothing voice of a recording
during this free time. However, the meditation
turned into a widespread sleeping outbreak as
some residents were found completely asleep
afterwards. Eventually, they were coaxed out
of their deep slumber and greeted with friendly
laughter from fellow residents. Thanks to these
unplanned naps, the boys were wide awake for
the talent show.

Bataan is a Family
By: Andrew Graff
If one theme was omnipresent throughout
the entire leadership discussion, it was family and
friendship. Many students, for the first time last
night, poured out their hearts and told their heartbreaking stories, and, thankfully, received support and encouragement. However, where there
was heartbreak, there was also true joy. Every
boy who told their story at the end of it also said
that Boys’ State had changed their perspective
and worldview, as well as saying that it was a
memorable experience and one of the best experiences of their life. Everyone agreed that they
had become a family in the span of less than a
week.
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State Patrol Presentation
By: Presta Sybrent
Friday morning started off with a bang when we were all
crowded into Kimball Hall, and we waited for the presentation to begin. Suddenly, a man in a padded suit came onto the stage and braced
himself. Sooner than expected, a dog ran on stage and took the man
down. Of course, we were shocked when that happened, but we were
also pretty impressed.
After they got the dog offstage, a State Patrol officer walked on
and gave a talk about how important police dogs are in the community along with presenting a few demonstrations. He made some very
strong points about how to respect them when you see them in action.
After talking with a few people, it is confirmed that he changed the
way that they see the police force and the police dogs.
The Visit of Majesty
By: Jonathan Vazquez
The Boys’ Staters were elated as they
headed over to an experience they’d never forget.
To sum up the idea of this week, the boys were
set to make their way over to the state capitol
building. From there, the inaugural ceremony for
every elected official commenced. John Gerrard,
U.S. District Judge, elaborated on the boundaries
that make up our state government. As the discussion concluded, the Boys’ Staters took over
as they made their way to their proper sessions
involving either judicial hearings, the legislature,
or a discussion with three State Senators. All sessions were definitely based upon a precise aspect
of our governmental system. However, things
came to an end as all Boys’ Staters marched back
to their dorms, but they knew that this visit was
something truly sensational.

State Capitol Visit
By: Andrew Harrison
		
On Friday, the 9th of June, Boys’
State visited the State Capitol. The State Capitol
is as grand and beautiful in its architecture as the
story it tells. The entirety of the building’s architecture tells the story of Nebraska’s History. After
everyone was done gawking at the beautiful design of the building, most of the County and State
Offices of Boys’ State were inaugurated and the
honorable U.S. district Judge, John Gerrard, inaugurated the Justices of Boys’ State. After that, the
Staters were free to take a self-guided tour for a
few hours through the Capitol Building. Some of
the Boy Staters wished to stay longer, to take in
the majesty of the building. Taking a tour of this
building and feeling the general atmosphere gives
us more of a look into the State Government.
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Supreme Court Stages Professional Arguments
By: Dash Wedergren
On Friday afternoon in the Nebraska Supreme Court Chambers, six Associate Justices and one Chief
Justice heard oral arguments on two cases appealed from district courts after initial arguments Thursday
afternoon. Two cases reached the Supreme Court: Trump v. Refugee Assistance International concerning
Trump’s amended travel ban and Birchfield v. North Dakota discussing implied consent in blood alcohol
tests and the extent to which the fourth amendment protects against the test.
The mood in the courtroom was respectful, professional, and engaging. There was significant cross-fire
between the Justices and attorneys resulting in nuanced legal arguments and spirited discussion.
Chief Justice Nick Watkins said this opportunity afforded him the chance to, “...see how others think
about things, and to remain unbiased when presented with issues.”
Legislature Passes Landmark Legislation
By: Peter Owens
The 77th Cornhusker Boys’ State Unicameral passed eight pieces of legislation on Friday afternoon. On
economic issues, they passed a bill to lower property taxes to 1.5%, remove restrictions on local salaries,
and remove a luxury tax on tampons. Concerning social issues, they passed the legalization of medical
and recreational marijuana, the removal of nonviolent habitual criminal statutes, and reduced the age of
adulthood to 18. In general affairs, they passed the energy omnibus bill and increased funding for GMO
research. Bills passed in final vote included LB15, LB20, LB29, LB82, LB83, LB122, LB134, and
LB147. Governor Aguilar will put his signature on certain bills Friday evening.

Gubernatorial Debate
By : Brent Lucke
Friday’s gubernatorial debate before voting showed the parallels between the candidates as well as
contrasts. Both candidates felt strongly towards the commitment to renewable energy, euthanasia, progressive tax, low taxes for small businesses, LGBT rights, GMO’s use, the ACA, and religious freedoms.
Differences came in smaller topics such as Knust’s support for background checks and stem cell research. However, the major difference came in their approach. Knust’s focus for fighting to the end was
in order to, as he stressed, help push a policy based campaign and the importance of the position, while
Hazelton was much more about being a medium of the collective of staters.
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